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Abstract We propose a dialogue state tracker based on long short term memory (LSTM) neural networks. LSTM is an extension of a recurrent neural network (RNN), which can better consider distant dependencies in sequential input. We construct a LSTM network that receives utterances of dialogue participants as input, and outputs the dialogue state of the current utterance. The input utterances are separated into vectors of words with their orders, which are further converted to word embeddings to avoid sparsity problems. In experiments, we combined this system with the baseline system of the dialogue state tracking challenge (DSTC), and achieved improved dialogue state tracking accuracy.

1 Introduction

Improvements in automatic speech recognition (ASR) have led to wide-spread use of speech interfaces, and thus the importance of spoken language understanding (SLU) is increasing [4]. SLU is a grounding process from natural language expressions to machine readable expressions, and is used in a variety of systems that use speech input. In task-oriented dialogue systems, SLU is often formulated as detection of the user’s intention, and a list of values, the details of which depend on the intention. The intention and its values are maintained over several dialogue turns, and change gradually over the course of the dialogue.

The dialogue state tracking challenge (DSTC) is a shared task to recognize intentions and their values in task-oriented dialogues. In the previous challenge, DSTC 3, the task was designed to recognize the intentions of the user who talks with a dialogue system, which works for a pre-defined task. From this challenge, DSTC 4, the
scenario of the provided dialogue data has been changed to human-human dialogue in a limited task, consultations in the sightseeing domain. This change expands the variety of expressions of users, because the users will be free from limitations imposed by dialogue systems.

The property of human-human dialogue, including a variety of expressions, exacerbates sparsity problems, even if we try to use only the bag-of-words features of the user utterance for dialogue state tracking. We use a distributed representation of input words to avoid the problem. Distributed representation is a method to convert words into a dense vector representation by using information about the distribution of the surrounding words. This reduces the problem of data sparsity of word vectors, because meanings of words are compressed into limited dimensional vectors.

Dialogue state tracking is a task of predicting gradual changes of the user intention with their corresponding slot values. Previously, recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have been used for the dialogue state tracking [2, 1] and they achieved good results in previous challenges (DSTC 2 and 3). However, RNNs have also been reported to lack in ability to capture long-distance dependencies due to problems of vanishing gradients. In other words, while RNNs have the ability to propagate information through time due to recurrent connections between the hidden layers in the future. The propagation is weakened by several multiplications of the weight over several turns, which makes gradients decrease during every step through time. Long-short term memory (LSTM) [3] is a variation of RNNs that can avoid the vanishing gradients problem more effectively and consider information of long distant dependencies in a sequence, by creating linear connections between states from different time steps. Thus, it can be expected that this framework can capture the long-distance dependencies between gradually changing user intentions more accurately [10].

In this paper, we evaluate the proposed dialogue state tracker on the dataset of DSTC 4. We describe the framework of the dialogue state tracker in section 2, evaluate the tracker with the evaluation metrics provided by DSTC 4 committee in section 3, conclude the paper in section 4.

2 Overview of the Proposed System

2.1 Vectorization of Input Utterances and LSTM-based Tracker

Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed dialogue state tracker. The tracker uses an ordered vector of words as user utterances. Because of the small amount of training data, the word vector will be sparse. Henderson et al. [2] converted an utterance to input vector expressed by a variety of classed expressions. To relieve this sparsity, we compress the utterance to a 300 dimensional vector by using doc2vec [6]. doc2vec is a variation of word2vec [7], a word embedding method, which is based on distributional similarity of words. The word embedding represents the mean-
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Occurrence of frame value: This feature is represented by a vector that consists of binary elements corresponding to the occurrence of each frame value. Overlap ratio between each word in an input utterance and each frame value is calculated in the same manner with baseline tracker.

Semantic similarity between an inputted utterance and each slot: To calculate this feature, the semantic similarities between 1) each word in the input utterance and 2) slot name are calculated. This similarity represents the distance between the word and the slot name in the WordNet ontology [8]. Then, the average of similarity over all words in the input utterance is considered as the similarity of the input utterance itself.

A concatenated vector of the above features is sent to the LSTM network as input, and the LSTM network outputs the current dialogue state. Each node in the output network represents a single frame and its slot values. Each node has a probability of each single frame and its slot values. The dialogue state is affected by not only the features of the current utterance but also features of previous utterances compressed.

Fig. 1 An overview of the proposed dialogue state tracker.
in the LSTM’s hidden state. Thus, the LSTM-based tracker can propagate previous information over long distances, and the resultant tracking results are expected to keep consistency of the topic with previous sentences. We employed the LSTM implementation of the Pybrain\(^1\) in the tracker. In the training, we constructed several LSTM-based trackers in different epochs, and integrated their trackers.

### 2.2 Integrating with the Baseline Tracker

We combined the proposed tracker with the baseline tracker provided by the DSTC 4 committee [5] in two methods (\textbf{Average} and \textbf{Concat}):

**Average:** Both the baseline and proposed trackers have the ability to output both tracking results and probabilities of outputs. This property makes it easy to integrate multiple trackers. We combined the proposed tracker with the baseline tracker by deciding the best candidate at each turn with its probability. In this methods, the average of probabilities output by the proposed tracker and the baseline tracker is calculated, and then the hypothesis with the maximum probability is used as output.

**Concat:** As another way for combining two trackers, we devised a method that utilizes the union of both trackers’ results. In this method, the output of each tracker is determined independently, and the output is combined so that the slot value is the union of outputs of both trackers.

From the preliminary experiment results, we determined that the Concat strategy performed superiorly for the DSTC task, and all following results use this strategy.

### 3 Experiments

The DSTC task provides three types of data; training, development, and test. The tracker is trained using the training dataset when testing on the development dataset. When testing on the test dataset, the training and the development dataset are used.

The doc2vec tool requires a dataset to train the document embedding model. We used the training and the development datasets for training embeddings when testing on the development dataset, and used every dataset when testing on the test dataset. Thus, these trackers assume batch processing of dialogue data, and the accuracy will decrease if we run the trackers in on-line processing.

\(^1\) http://pybrain.org/
Table 1 Results per utterance (schedule1) for the development set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N Base</th>
<th>RNN</th>
<th>LSTM</th>
<th>Combi.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>4,139</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>6,318</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>10,367</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>14,385</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Results per sub-dialogue (schedule2) for the development set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N Base</th>
<th>RNN</th>
<th>LSTM</th>
<th>Combi.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>1,138</td>
<td>0.307</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>1,453</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>2,166</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 Results

Table 1 and 2 show development dataset results with regards to accuracy, precision, recall, and harmonic mean of precision and recall: F1. The first table (schedule1) shows results for each utterance, and the second table (schedule2) shows results for each sub-dialogue. Base. is results of the baseline tracker, LSTM is results of the proposed LSTM-based tracker, and Combi. is results of the integrated tracker. For the comparison, we also show results of the RNN-based tracker, which uses the same inputs, outputs, and hidden layers as the proposed LSTM-based tracker (=RNN).

These results show that the LSTM-based tracker did not perform well, underperforming both the baseline tracker. However, it is interesting to note that the integration result was better than the result of the baseline tracker. This indicates that the labels output by the LSTM-based tracker are mostly different from labels output by the baseline tracker, and the baseline tracker is improved by the integration with the LSTM-based tracker. Note that, the majorities of output of both trackers are “no label”, thus, the number of output is increased by the integration. This is why the precision is improved and the recall is decreased by the integration.

From these results, it is hard to find a superiority of LSTM-based tracker, by comparing to the RNN-based tracker. The accuracy of LSTM-based tracker was better than the accuracy of RNN-based tracker, however, RNN-based tracker worked better than LSTM-based tracker in F-measure score. One hypothesis of the reason of this result is that the proposed network structure is still sparse to improve the results by complicated structure of LSTM network. Especially, the output layer of the proposed system is very sparse by comparing the previous works that use RNN network [2, 1], and the size of training data was not enough to learn a good network for the huge output layer.
Table 3  Results of both schedules for the test set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>schedule1</th>
<th>schedule2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>0.358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>0.303</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows results of both categories on the test dataset. The tendency of the result of testing the test dataset is similar to the results on the development dataset, indicating that our settings are not overfitting to the development data.

3.2 Adjusting Output Thresholds

We performed an error analysis [9] to provide some reasons for the worse results of the proposed LSTM-based tracker. We compare the results of LSTM-based tracker and RNN-based tracker.

There are 4,812\(^2\) frames that are expected to be estimated, and LSTM and RNN trackers output 2,474 and 3,033 of them, respectively. The number of frames output by the LSTM is lower than the reference, indicating that the probability threshold of the LSTM output (0.5 in default) is too high to output enough hypothesized frames. We changed the probability threshold in increments of 0.1 between 0.1 and 0.5, and calculated accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure of the output in schedule1 (per utterance). Figure 2 shows the results, and it shows that the 0.2 threshold maximizes the F-measure of the frame, and 0.4 threshold maximizes the accuracy.

4 Conclusion

We proposed an LSTM-based dialogue state tracker for the DSTC4 shared task, and found that the tracker that by integrating the tracker with the baseline that we can improve the overall accuracy. However, the improvement provided by the proposed tracker was not large. One of main problems of the tracker is a mismatch between the training set and testing set, and we plan to use some abstraction methods based on knowledge bases to improve generalization and close this gap. Another problem is the size of the data. The proposed LSTM-base tracker uses embeddings trained on the dataset of DSTC4. However, it is possible that the data was too small to train the embedding, and we will try to use other dataset to alleviate this problem. The design of the output layer of the LSTM network is also a problem of the proposed tracker,

\(^2\) The number is different from the \(N\) of accuracy, because some utterances are annotated with several frames.
and we will try to design a more simplified output layer to avoid the problem of sparseness.
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